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“He was most widely known as a historian of religion – especially of groups, individuals and events that 
most other historians over-looked, ignored or deliberately marginalized.  He had the capacity to describe 
and explain religious movements – and their peoples and ideas – fair and accurately.  His fairness 
brought him the respect and admiration of many in those groups as well as other historians.   It also 
brought the disdain or contempt of others whose self-constructed narratives did not fit the facts that 
Harrell described.”  This is a direct quote from the obituary furnished by brother Wolfgang.  Should you 
decide to read this for yourself, it is in the obituary printed a few weeks ago in my writings.   
 
Of all the material presented by brother Harrell, this subject and the marriage question are the two that 
received the most criticism!  In his writings he took the position that most of the problems in the 
“restoration movement” were social problems.  He seemed to indicate that the problem was between 
the rich and the poor; between the common man and the educated man.  The response to his belief was: 
There were real issues involved - there was the “missionary societies,” “orphan homes,” “old folks 
homes,” “Sponsoring Church” type of arrangements and “instrumental music” as an addition to the Lord’s 
form of worship.  All of these, and more things, seem not to be a “real issue,” according to Ed?   The 
response was pointing out that there was a “scriptural issue” in the conflict and not a “social pro-
blem.”  
 
There were “scriptural issues involved!”  The “United Christian Missionary Society” was objected to 
on scriptural grounds.  All of the debates that were conducted on the subject is evidence there was a 
“Biblical problem” - not a “social problem.”  You see, there was the “United Christian Missionary 
Society” and the “American Christian Missionary Society” that were objected to and then, it was the 
“instruments of music” that was the wedge that split the church – but you see, these were “real issues” 
that were fought over and not “SOCIAL ISSUES!” 
 
Later there were issues with the “Orphan Homes,” “Old Folks Homes,” “Sponsoring Church;” but, still 
discussing the organization and work of the Lord’s Church.  My liberal brethren came to be known as 
the Christian Church and those who contended for the true pattern of the Lord’s church continued to be 
the same Church of Christ as it was presented in the New Testament.   All of this had to do with the 
“restoration movement” and the presenting to the world the Church of Christ of the New Testament.  It 
was not a “social issue” as presented by brother Harrell and those of “The Christianity Magazine.”  Is 
there any way one can present the “instruments of music” as a “social issue” and not a “biblical 
problem?”  During these days – the Restoration Movement - it was stated, “Let’s speak where the Bible 
speaks and be silent where the Bible is silent.”  I still believe that – it was not a social issue!   
 
If I follow, to the end, the idea of the conflict being a social issue, I would draw the conclusion that all of 
the engagements were totally unnecessary.  Take all of the efforts of those who stood tall for truth and 
cast it all in the dumpster; because, it was only a “social issue” and not a real problem to be contended for 
– can you believe it? 
 
This now brings us down to the thought that we need not be too hard on those, in the world; because, we 
need to “agree to disagree.”   I have personally witnessed preachers who stood bold for truth that are 
now mellow and weak and feel we need not to be so straight forward and direct with our preaching and 
teaching.  There are those who say: “We do not need to call names.”  “We do not need to attack false 
teachers.”  I cannot but think, “Where did all of this come from?”  They have been taught to be soft.  They 
have been taught to not be straight forward with truth, you might run someone away. 
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